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Version A
Addi! onal materials:

So"  pencil (type B or HB)

So"  clean eraser

TIME 35 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Do not open this booklet un! l you are told to do so. 

Answer all ques! ons. 

Write your name, Centre number and candidate number in the spaces on this page. 

Write your answers on the ques! on paper itself.

Use pencil

At the end of the test you must hand in the ques! on paper to your supervisor. 

Dic! onaries must not be used. 

 Date Centre Name Centre Number

             /         /   

  

  Candidate :

 Candidate : Name Number

This ques! on paper consists of 7 printed pages and 1 blank page
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PART � 1

Question 1-5
You will hear fi ve short conversations. Listen to them and look 
at the questions. 
Choose the correct answer A, B or C. And circle it

1. What compe! ! on, will Malini par! cipate?

 

 A B C

2. What food does Leela not like to eat in the Morning?

;      

 A B C

3. Where did Ruby go with her Friend?  

 

 A B C
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4. What prize did Geetha’s basket ball team win?

 A B C

5. How did Vasanthy get to the park?

 A B C
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PART � 2

Questions 6-10
You will hear fi ve people talking about them. For questions 6 - 10, 
listen and choose the letter (A - F) which matches each person best. 
There is one extra letter You do not need to use.

6. Kirusanth A. Mostly like to play on the   

 playground on summer 

7. Kannan B. Christmas celebra! on at   

     Australia

8. Mugunthan C. Watched animal programme on  

 TV

9.Kirushakari D. Flying abroad 

10. Karthi E. Enjoy the weekend with friends. 

  

  F. likes football
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PART �3
Questions 11-15
You will hear a member of a football team talking about their tour to 
take part in fi nal tournament. 
For each question, fi ll in the missing information in the space 
provided.
You must write your answers in English. You will have 10 Secs to read 
the questions. 

11. A! er the semi fi nals the group will see the ...................................................... near 

the town

12. Visitors are advised not to go near the  ............................................................................ 

13. The group will travel to the  .......................................................................  on 

Thursday. 

14. At this # me of year it’s best to travel by  .........................................................................  

15. The hotel have a  .......................................................................for the use of guests.
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PART � 4                         
Questions 16-20     
You will hear two students Varni and Kumar, talking about Global 
warming 
Read statements 16 -20, and decide who agrees with each of them 
Varni, Kumar or Both.
Choose the correct answer, A, B or C. Put a tick ( ) in the box.You 
will have 10 Secs to read the questions. 

16. Scien! st and Geographer warn about Global warming?

 A) Varni  B) Kumar  C) Both

17. Excess use of Vehicle create global warming

 A) Varni  B) Kumar  C) Both

18. We need to change our daily habits, to stop the Global warming.

 A) Varni  B) Kumar  C) Both

19. If global warming is allowed to con! nue, the living beings will be badly   

 eff ected. 

 A) Varni  B) Kumar  C) Both

20. We have to change our habits harming the environment?

 A) Varni  B) Kumar  C) Both
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PART 5
QUESTIONS 21-25
You will hear Raji talking with her friend Ragu. Listen and look at the 
questions. Choose the correct answer A, B or C. Put a tick ( ) in the 
box.You will have 15 Secs to read the questions. 

21. Why does Raji want to be an air hostess? 

 A) to visit around the world

 B) to see various people in the world

 C) to she can meet diff erent people

22. Why does Raji does not like to be a singer?

 A) Low income

 B) She can’t go alone anywhere

 C) She wants to serve the people

23. Why does Ragu want to be a scien" st?

 A) to earn lot of money

 B) to invent new thing for people

 C) It’s great job

24. What is Raji’s hobby?

 A) Cinema

 B) Spend " me with friends

 C) Spend " me with pets

25. Where does Ragu’s pets Sleep at night

 A) with him

 B) Separate beds at his room

 C) In separate cages
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